A Scoping Review to Assess the Impact of Public Education Campaigns to Affect Behavior
Change pertaining to AMR
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Abstract

Background: Years of global antibiotic misuse has led to the progression of antimicrobial resistance (AMR),
posing a direct threat to public health. To impact AMR and maintain antimicrobial viability, educational
interventions towards fostering positive AMR behavior change have been employed with some success
Methods: This scoping review sought to identify research-supporting use of public educational AMR campaigns
and their efficacy towards informing positive AMR behaviors to inform current debate. To enable credible and
reflexive examination of a wide variety of literature, Arksey and O’Malley (2005) methodological framework was
used.
Results: Three primary themes were identified (1) behavior change and theoretical underpinnings, (2) intervention
paradigm, (3) educational engagement. From 94 abstracts identified, 31 papers were chosen for review. More
attention is required to identify elements of intervention design that inform and sustain behavior change and the
impact of how an intervention is delivered and targeted, is needed to limit assumptions of population homogeneity,
which potentially limits intervention efficacy. Moreover, research on the impact of hospital-based inpatient
interventions is needed.
Conclusion: The existing body of research fails to provide robust evidence to support sound evidential
interventions supported by theoretical justifications. Furthermore, interventions to ensure long term sustained
behavior change are unclear and not addressed.
Key Words: Antimicrobial, Antibiotic, Resistance, AMR, Behavior-change, Education

AMR within a wide range of infectious agents is a growing threat to global health. Recent global
estimations predict AMR will cause 10 million deaths a year and cost healthcare of over $100 trillion by 2050. 1
AMR occurs naturally, however, inappropriate antimicrobial use by patients and healthcare professionals has
exponentially increased this process limiting antimicrobial viability. Presently, The World Health Organization
(WHO)2 reports that there are instances where antimicrobials required to treat gonorrhea, urine infections and
pneumonia have been found ineffective. Antimicrobial usage is influenced by the knowledge, attitudes, and
behavior of healthcare professionals and the public.3 Research found that public pressure to prescribe antibiotics

2

induces practitioners into providing non-medically justified medication to maintain patient satisfaction and
positive doctor-patient relationships. 4-8
Global efforts seek to improve AMR knowledge through promotion and reinforcement of positive
antimicrobial behavior. Some success in this area has been found where the number of antimicrobials prescribed
has reduced,

9

while others report no effect.
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Assessment of public AMR knowledge found that despite the

employment of numerous educational campaigns, discrepancies in knowledge exists between and within WHO
member states.11 A literature review of public AMR knowledge and beliefs conducted by McCullough et al.1
postulate that public knowledge is low, as participants believe they play no role in AMR or its solution. It is argued
therefore that AMR education is essential to manage misconceptions and increase public awareness of sound
antibiotic usage. Huttner et al. 12 reviewed AMR intervention literature and concluded that while education seems
to reduce outpatient antibiotic usage, the most prevalent method eluded them. More recently, a systematic review
of public AMR campaigns 13 suggested that multi-faceted educational interventions are the most effective way of
reducing antibiotic prescriptions, but they failed to identify a method of AMR behavior change sustainability.
Public engagement with educational material should not be assumed;
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various factors will influence

engagement; the mere provision of AMR education is insufficient towards fostering and sustaining behavior
change. A longitudinal assessment of various French national AMR campaigns
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reported that changes to

prescribing practice correlated with the use of educational interventions; initially national prescribing rates fell
and then plateaued. Moreover, within population disparity was observed; elderly prescribing rates quickly
returned to pre-intervention levels. Many behavior change theories recognize cognition as a precursor for
sustained behavior change. AMR interventions that neglect cognition, incur limited effects of longevity,
sustainability or longitudinal impact on behavior. Prochaska and Velicer 16 would argue that the provision of health
literature could have a counter-intuitive effect, which induces stress and anxiety that could negatively affect public
AMR behavior.
The current review aims to provide an updated review of existing AMR educational interventions and
the efficacy of such campaigns in altering and sustaining AMR behaviors, to progress research and identify
methods to inform future AMR intervention, legislation and management.
METHODS

3

The use of scoping reviews to examine the breadth of literature pertaining to a chosen topic is becoming
increasingly popular as a method of review.
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This method of analysis was selected over more traditional

systematic reviews, as a scoping review permits cumulative identification and evaluation of literature that
employed various measures to identify existing gaps in literature to inform current debate and a future research
study, on sustained AMR behavior change.
The Arksey and O’Malley 17 methodological framework was used to formulate this review. Use of this
method allowed credible and reflexive examination of a wide variety of literature on public educational AMR
interventions; while ensuring methodological rigor and transparency, enabling future replication and validation
of the current findings.

Research Questions
1.

What is the research supporting the use of public educational AMR campaigns?

2.

What is the efficacy of these campaigns towards sustained behavior change?

Relevant Literature and Study selection
Figure 1 outlines and charts the processes used for this review towards identifying and screening the
studies.
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Literature identified
through electronic database searching using
PubMed, Medline and ASSIA
(n= 94)

Abstracts Screened:
to meet the identified research questions
(n= 94)

Literature Included

Literature Excluded

(n= 40)

(n= 54)

Full Articles Screened:
to meet the inclusion criteria

Inclusion criteria:

(n= 40)

Exclusion Criteria:

1. Papers written in English

1. Papers not written in English

2. Published between 1999 –2019

2. Papers published before 1999

3. Empirical research: Quantitative, qualitative or mixed
methods analysis

3. Interventions designed reduce antibiotic prescriptions
without providing educating on AMR

4. Interventions that included AMR education for the
public

4. Animal or Agriculture studies
5. Papers describing interventions only aimed at
healthcare professionals

5. Papers on humans

Literature Included

Literature Excluded

(n= 31)

(n= 9)

Figure1: Application of Arksey and O’Malley 17 methodological Framework for this review by the authors

Charting the data and summarizing
Table 1 summarizes and charts the literature included for review (See appendix A)
RESULTS
All thirty-one studies selected for review shared the premise that AMR education can foster positive
behavior change. Efficacy was measured in three ways, cumulatively, via the number of antimicrobials prescribed
(issued for prescription, defined daily doses, antibiotic sales or medical insurance claims), 3, 9, 15, 18-27, individual
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assessment (beliefs, knowledge, adherence or behaviour), 28-40, or a combination of both,

41-43

one study reported

the percentage of AMR found in cultures. 24 While efficacy measures differ, two of the studies 41, 43 that measured
the cumulative and individual impact of AMR education on behavior found that both measures are reflective of
each other, supporting the use of either methodology to measure AMR behavior change. However, Formoso et al.
20

found a reduction in prescribing rates did not equate to improved public knowledge. Likewise, Hennessy et al.

24

found no correlation between reduced prescription rates and the number of AMR bacteria found in cultures.

Further investigation to substantiate a correlation of AMR behavior measures is therefore warranted.
The studies identified further differed in terms of methodology. Eight studies 9-11, 15, 27, 34, 36, 44, evaluated
the effect of national AMR interventions. Another eight studies

19, 21, 22, 24, 33, 31, 37, 41

locally enhanced national

campaign material. A further eight 3, 18, 20, 25, 26, 32, 36, 38 used unique educational material designed by the researchers.
Four studies 28-31 evaluated the UK based Antibiotic Guardian (AG) campaign, while the design or source of the
material used by two studies

23, 42

was unclear. While this varied approach limits evaluation and comparison of

the material used to inform behavior change, the majority of the studies reported success in affecting AMR
knowledge or behavior in some way, with three studies 3, 23, 41, failing to identify any direct change.
Identified Themes
The literature included within this scoping review was primarily screened by all authors individually,
then collectively, to reach a consensus on the themes identified: AMR behavior change and theoretical
perspectives, interventional paradigm, and disease specificity.
AMR Behavior Change and Theoretical Perspectives
Eight of the studies identified 3, 18-20, 28-31 described a theoretical basis for the methods employed to alter
public behavior, four of which specifically pertain to the AG campaign.

28-31

Two debated origins of behavior

change propose that change occurs via the principles of behaviorism (social learning through repetition and
reinforcement of displayed behavior),

44

or through ongoing cognitive appraisal.

16, 45-47

Use of behavior change

theory in intervention design has been previously associated with sustained health-related behavior change in
domains such as smoking cessation, eating disorders, HIV education and IPC practice. While numerous behavioral
theories exist, individual cognitive appraisal required for sustained behavior change is recognized. 16, 44, 46, 47 Only
one study identified 3 described using principles of behaviorism to influence positive AMR behavior change, as
measured via changes to prescription rates; while change was noted, prescription rates fell for both the control
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and intervention states, without significant difference. Alternatively, two studies

19, 20

described applying the

principles of Social Marketing Theory in intervention design, 45 that outline the need to understand the causality
of current behavior to successfully promote determents and encourage change. Both studies

19, 20

targeted

healthcare professionals (HCP) and the public with varied media, successfully decreasing prescription rates.
However, an increase in public AMR knowledge was not observed,

20

suggesting the design of the intervention

employed was insufficient to sustain public AMR behavior change; results of this intervention could solely be
attributed to the education of HCP. Unfortunately, due to the sustained influence of patient expectations on HCP
prescribing,

4-8,

failing to impact public behavior may have a longitudinal effect on reversing HCP behavior

change.
Half of the studies 28-31 that used a theoretical basis for behavior change all pertain to evaluation of the
AG campaign, which is based on several theories that recognize the effect of cognitive appraisal on sustained
behavior change.

16, 46, 47

The campaign aims to offer an opportunity for an individual to change behavior after

increasing their capabilities and self-efficacy via AMR education, towards encouraging self-regulatory strategies
that lead to formation or maintenance of sustained habitual behavior. The public, HCP, and educators are
encouraged to make a behavior pledge to become an antibiotic guardian (AG); they abide by suggested behavioral
actions that limit AMR and spread AMR awareness. While the evaluative studies 28-31 report that those who pledge
have better AMR knowledge, the campaign appears limited to those with pre-existing AMR cognition, working
to reinforce existing behavior. Therefore, as the campaign is insufficient to encourage initial cognitive appraisal
it may be more beneficial as a tool to maintain behavior change initiated by an alternative intervention, as applied
by Allison, Higginson, and Martin. 39 Alternatively, one study 18, which followed the trans-theoretical theory 16, to
design their successful 5-year controlled community intervention. The theory

16,

outlines six stages of decision

making towards intentional behavior change that an individual can revisit due to cognitive, affectional or
evaluative processes they perform: pre-contemplation, contemplation, preparation, action, maintenance, and
termination of previous unhealthy behaviors. Samore et al.18 aimed to encourage cognition, and subsequent
progression through the stages to sustain positive behavior change through the use of two different educational
approaches. The first addressed AMR knowledge and the second delivered months later provided treatment
guidelines that encouraged shared decision making with physicians. Moreover, a greater decrease in prescribing
rates was found when the intervention was directed at both physicians and the public, suggesting HCP intervention
involvement is more likely to influence public cognition and behavior change, supporting Gonzales et al.

21, 22

findings.
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Interventional Paradigm
On review, two methods of intervention paradigm were identified. The first method employed a
multifaceted approach that was successfully used or evaluated by most of the studies identified. 9-11, 15, 18-22, 24-31, 40,
42, 43

Use of this method permits the possibility of repeated interventional exposure from various media or HCP to

the public. The second method adopted by six studies, 32-34, 36, 38, 39 used a single educational approach to encourage
AMR behavior change. While the methods employed by these studies may exist within multifaceted campaigns,
use of a single method to explore the impact of an intervention permits identification of elements that will
successfully contribute to positive public behavior change, advising future interventional design (see table 2 for
summary).

Paper

Nature/
style

Educational Method

Education
provided
by

Intervention
Location

Behavior Measure

Outcome

Munoz et al.
2014 32

1 to 1

Verbal

Pharmacist

Pharmacy

Adherence

Adherence was higher for
those who received an
educational intervention

Shehadeh,
Suaifan &
Hammad,
2016 33

1 to 1

Verbal with written
reference card

Pharmacist

Pharmacy

Knowledge

AMR knowledge increased
after the intervention

Giannitsioti et
al. 2016 34

Literature

Printed Informational
leaflet

Nurse

Hospital
Outpatients

Public opinion

Regional demographics
influence knowledge

Micallef et al.
2017 36

Literature

Printed Informational
leaflet

?

Hospital
Outpatients

Knowledge

The public don’t' know what
AMR is & Recall was high
for illness specific
information

Ngadimon et
al. 2017 38

Group
work

Verbal, printed literature &
group activity

Pharmacist

High
School

Attitudes & Knowledge

As knowledge increased so
did the desire to participate/
have shared decision making

Allison,
Higginson &
Martin, 2017

Group
work

Verbal, printed literature &
group activity

Pharmacist

High
School

Knowledge & Self-reported
Intended Behavior

Providing AMR knowledge
informed use of other
behavioral strategies to limit
AMR

39

Table 2: Summary of the Six Single Exposure Studies

As seen in table 2, the six studies

32-34, 36, 38, 39

that used singular exposure methods, all reported AMR behavior

change efficacy. A re-occurring design feature is the use of an HCP or healthcare site when providing AMR
education; suggesting that provision of education by or in a healthcare institution, works to foster successful AMR
behavior change. It is possible that the provision of education via publicly perceived experts reinforces positive
AMR behavior. Likewise, the use of professionals to provide information affords the public an opportunity to ask
questions, which may positively influence their cognitive appraisal towards positive AMR behavior; that cannot
be achieved through the use of a self-acquired leaflet.
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Disease Specificity
From the studies identified over 90% of educational material focused on an umbrella term of AMR, with
small reference to cold and flu treatment made in four studies.

3, 19, 25, 43

The remaining three studies 21-23 focused

specifically on respiratory infections and how they relate to AMR. While behavioral change success has been
found using an umbrella term of AMR, two studies

36, 37

report that public AMR knowledge and tangibility

increases when AMR is given context using disease-specific information. Both studies conducted by Gonzales et
al. 21-22 aimed at the public and HCP, found success in reducing respiratory infection prescribing rates. Although
this seemed to only impact adult rates, the number of antibiotics prescribed for children remained unaffected.21
Alternatively, Plachouras et al.

23

found prescription rates fell during the intervention, but they failed to be

sustained. However, while the authors stated this reflected national usage, no control for seasonal trends was
applied during data analysis.
DISCUSSION
On reflection, the literature identified shared the perception that lack of knowledge limits positive AMR
behavior. Twenty-seven studies

9-11, 15, 18-22, 24-40, 43, 44

reported finding positive AMR behavior change after

interventional use. Throughout the literature employed, interventional efficacy measures varied, with emphasis
placed on either prescribing rates, individual assessment or both. While either measure could be used to assume
AMR behavior change, it remains unclear as to the corroborative nature of these measures, due to conflicting
findings between the studies that discussed both
comparisons. Moreover, one study

24,

20, 24, 41, 43,

further research is warranted to enable associative

included biological measures of behavior change, finding that reduced

prescription rates did not infer reduction of AMR bacteria found in the community. However, a lack of
longitudinal analysis was found in the literature, which limits conclusions towards sustained intervention efficacy.
Three studies

3, 18, 27,

assessed the varying impact of AMR education for 5 years or more, and one study 15 that

evaluated ten years of educational campaigns, found that some of the population reverted to pre-intervention
behavior after five years, suggesting current AMR education does not inform sustained behavior change and
associated cognitions.
As successfully adopted in other health domains to sustain health-related behavior change, the use of
behavior change theory to construct and evaluate interventions is advisable. Theoretical basis of intervention
design was identified in seven of the studies 18-20, 28-31 that reported intervention efficacy; four provided evaluation
of a national campaign, 28-31 two studies 19, 20 outlined the influence of theory on design, and one study 18, outlined
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the influence of theory on design and longitudinal analysis enable measurement of sustained behavior change.
Samore et al. 18, used educational content that was: varied, multifaceted, and sequential, ensuring it was matched
to the stages of cognition while allowing longitudinal analysis. Use of this method permitted behavior relapse as
identified by Prochaska and Velicer,16 without impacting measurements of sustained behavior. Alternatively,
Plachouras et al.

23

found that prescription rates reduced when their intervention was introduced but quickly

returned to pre-intervention levels. It is possible that due to the short duration of this study, results only captured
part of the temporal dimension of change.

16

Therefore, it could be argued that a theoretical behaviour change

framework that informs AMR behaviour change requires a more sustained, multifaceted longitudinal approach to
public education and individual behavior. Although, it would be naïve to assume that the use of behavior theory
alone will enable sustained change. As witnessed in the identified literature, several studies 11, 15, 35 identified the
effect of culture and demographics pertaining to AMR behavior change; societal norms,

48,

values, beliefs, folk

laws and level of health literacy needs to be addressed during interventional design to ensure an intervention meets
the needs of the intended audience and not assume public homogeneity.
Multifaceted campaigns are effective at attaining positive AMR behavior change,

6

but due to the

inclusive nature of the design adopted, direct assessment of intervention components is not permitted. Two such
studies, 21, 22 described finding increased behavior change when interventions were targeted at both HCP and the
public, in contrast to interventions only targeting the public. As a proxy, successful single exposure interventions
(see table 2) 32-34, 36, 38, 39 detail using HCP or a healthcare institution to provide an AMR intervention. Ho et al. 40
reported that multifaced campaigns create public awareness of AMR, use of HCP to provide AMR education had
the largest impact on public cognition and behavior change. Therefore, while it is possible that these campaigns
facilitated behavior change as they were culturally appropriate, Bandura and Walters 48 recognize the impact of
social influence as a medial process of cognition and behavior. It could be argued that HCP involvement increases
behavior change as it encourages obedience to the directions of an authority figure,
conformity.

50

49

or an act of social

Moreover, HCP AMR education fosters personal relevance, ownership, and tangibility to the

public, addressing current views that they have no role in AMR development or reduction. 1, 37
Another method to encourage cognition and AMR behavior change was highlighted by two studies. 36,37
Micallef et al.

36

found public recall of disease-specific AMR education was significantly higher than AMR

information. Use of disease-specific education encourages public engagement, as information pertaining to a
specific infection such as E. coli is a more tangible risk to individual health. 37 This type of direct appeal has been
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used previously by numerous behavior change campaigns, such as the successful British Think Seatbelts

51

campaign that used relatable instances to depict what can happen to the individual if behavior change was not
adopted, initiating cognition and sustained behavior change. In terms of infection prevention and control,
intervention, policy and practice guidelines for hand hygiene have led to reductions of multiple HCAI
AMR bacteria. Interventions such as the Geneva hand hygiene promotion model

53

52, 53

and

outline the need to provide

policy and practice guidelines with education tailored to the local community to foster cognition associated with
behavior change; creating individual ownership, encouraging adjustment of collective behavior, reinforcing social
learning and sustained behavior change, which would benefit AMR management.
LIMITATIONS
As with all scoping reviews, this research is limited based on collective review. While empirical research
was sought, no attempt to assess the scientific validity of the varying analyses or evaluation of statistical power
calculations were made to inform review inclusion; in some instances, the literature reviewed failed to identify
the number of participants used. Moreover, no subsequent statistical analyses on the collective study results were
performed in the completion of this review thus limiting the robustness and validity of the paper, which future
research needs to address This review is further limited by the terms used to search research databases and
applicability to the research questions identified; it is possible that using alternative words would have identified
additional literature. Likewise, the parameters applied to the searches made to limit research (between 1999 –
2019, humans, English language papers) may have inadvertently excluded earlier research, international research
or those which failed to identify the use of human participants. Therefore, it could be argued that use of a
systematic review methodology would be more appropriate. However, this review offers insight into the efficacy
of public AMR educational campaigns and the methods used to design and deliver the interventions advising
future research and design.
Future research needs to address the limitation of the interventional approaches identified in the current
literature: inconsistent use of efficacy measures, lack of theoretical underpinnings to inform design and analysis,
and the assumptions of public homogeneity and engagement. Adoption of a holistic approach to AMR education,
where locally tailored interventions mirror national campaigns that are composed and regulated by professionals
from multiple disciplines is imperative. Ideally, a set of accepted transferable metrics could be used in order to
provide a platform for interventional comparison and assessment. It is argued that this move draws parallels from
successful behavior change campaigns in other domains

51-53,

that influenced legislation, policy, and practice
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respectively, to reinforce and sustain behavior change. Moreover, this move could work towards addressing the
non-existent literature outlining the use of patient AMR education in acute hospitals to align patient beliefs with
prescribing practice, as seen in primary care. 19 Use of this method would also work towards improving the quality
of care and encourage shared decision-making.
CONCLUSION
This scoping review used the Arksey and O’Malley17 methodological framework for the credible and
reflexive examination of a breadth of literature and identify two research questions. The first question sought to
identify the research supporting the use of public educational AMR campaigns and the second sought to identify
the efficacy of these campaigns towards sustaining behavior change. On reflection, public knowledge increases
following AMR education encouraging cognition and behavior change to impact AMR. However, the existing
body of research fails to provide robust evidence to support sound evidential interventions that are supported by
theoretical justifications. Furthermore, interventions to ensure long term sustained behavior change are unclear
and not addressed. Adoption of methods employed in other health domains can inform future design and offer
proven methods towards attaining sustained behavior change. Moreover, no research identified elucidated
interventional use within secondary care settings, forgoing an opportunity to target and educate those at higher
risk of AMR infections. This paper adds to the current debate as it focuses on public behavior pertaining to AMR;
it questions and highlights the need to refocus AMR educational interventions towards the public using a more
holistic approach with an emphasis on theory.
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analysis- linking
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A leaflet based on EAAD themes was given to
hospital outpatients
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Assess public
awareness on Amr
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between
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printed material, television and radio advertising,
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Patients at a hospital outpatient clinic received a
printed educational leaflet on EAAD
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1 day
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public perspective
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Regional qualitative
analysis - to capture
views and experience
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General evaluation of AMR knowledge

AMR only has meaning when it is related to a
specific disease i.e. E.coli, only then does it
become relevant to the public
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To identify the
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education has on a
willingness to
engage in shared
decision-making
among adolescents

National assessment
of teen AMR
knowledge before
and after education
and SDM practice

Educational material was designed based on the
national campaign

As knowledge increased so did the desire to
participate/ have shared decision making

Regional
questionnaire to
identify teen
knowledge; provided
education and
encourage AG
membership

Design based on previous research- sought to utilize
a varied approach to sustain behavior change, with
students directed to the AG campaign website. In
class, material was designed to involve student
engagement- printed material and games

Providing AMR knowledge informed use of
other behavior strategies to limit AMR
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Attitudes &
Knowledge

UK

N/a

Knowledge
& Selfreported
Intended
Behaviour

Public

N/a

To improve public
engagement via
education of
school children

Hong
Kong
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Public

1527

Assess the impact
of two national
campaigns

National randomized
participant selection before and after
population
comparisons.

Mass media used to convey AMR education. H/Cs
received lectures and attended publicized AMR
dinners to make positive AMR behavior pledges

Info received from H/C profs had the biggest
impact
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August
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1257

Assess the local
impact of
enhancing a
national campaign,
and assess the
impact on
prescribing

Regional assessment
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campaign.
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selection between the
difference

Regional campaign enhanced of a national
campaign with increased use of printed material

No effect on behavior replicating the national
campaign
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39

Ho et al.
2014 40

Public

Prescription
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attitudes

Public
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&
Zuckerman,
2015 42
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2009 43
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available for
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2005 &
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To reduce the
number of
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available for
illegal purchase
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before and after. No.
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to purchase.
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The campaign was developed using information
acquired through focus meetings. local grocers were
trained to educate the public on AMR

Availability of antibiotics to purchase reduced

2 million

Evaluation of the
effectiveness of a
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to reduce
antibiotic
prescriptions and
public attitudes

Regional comparison
of antibiotic usage
before and after the
campaign assessment of parent
attitudes and
campaign exposure

Mass media campaign on AMR linked with
messages to advise Flu treatment

Reduced antibacterial prescribing. parents
exposed to the campaign more likely to agree
with positive behavior towards AMR
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